RESOLUTION NO. 7046

A RESOLUTION introduced by Mayor Joan Wagnon, describing Improvement Project No. 24104-B which provides for sidewalk reconstruction in the Quinton Heights-Steele Neighborhood Improvement Association area; generally bounded by S.W. 21st Street, Western Avenue, S.W. 27th Street, and Shunganunga Creek and authorizing the same.

BE IT RESOLVED by the Council of the City of Topeka that it finds the following described public improvement to be necessary and in the public interest and does hereby authorize as hereinafter described:

A. GENERAL NATURE OF IMPROVEMENT:

This project provides for the reconstruction of sections of concrete sidewalks for Quinton Heights-Steele Neighborhood Improvement Association at selected locations within an area generally bounded by S.W. 21st Street, Western Avenue, S.W. 27th Street, and Shunganunga Creek.

B. ESTIMATED OR PROBABLE COST:

$16,000.00

C. APPORTIONMENT OF COSTS:

CDBD Competitive Grant Funds

ADOPTED and APPROVED by the City Council FEB 15 2000

ATTEST:

Joan Wagnon, Mayor

Iris E. Walker, City Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY
DATE 1/24/00 BY EIC
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